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Fall 2015 AGU Meeting Events! 
The GP Section will have primary responsibility for 13 oral and 10 poster sessions at the 2015 Fall AGU 
meeting, December 14-18, in addition to secondary sessions. With so many sessions, GP will have events 
every day of the week. See pages 7-8 for a synopsis of all primary GP scientific sessions. Many thanks go 
out to all our session conveners. A special thanks goes out to Julie Bowles, GP Secretary, who put together 
the GP sessions for all of us. Julie points out that we need many OSPA judges for our student presentations. 
Please sign up to help us judge student presentations: 
(http://fallmeeting.agu.org/2015/people/students/outstanding-student-paper-awards-ospas/ospa-judge-
information/ ). 
Mark your calendars for these special events: 
 

• AGU Icebreaker: December 14, 2015: 6-8 pm, Moscone North, Hall D 
• GP Student Reception:  Monday, 5-7 pm, at The Utah on the corner of 4th and Bryant (new 

location).  This is a GP-sponsored event to help students get to know each other and meet the GP 
leadership.  The event costs $5 (paid night of), but includes appetizers, 2 drinks, and door prizes. 
No RSVP is required, but if you plan in advance on attending please email Sarah Slotznick 
(sslotz@caltech.edu). 

• AGU Student Breakfast: Tuesday, Dec. 15 at 7 am, Marriott Salon 7-First come, First served. 
Look for the GP table. (Ticketed event) 

• Bullard Lecture:  Tuesday at 5:00 pm (see article later in this issue of Flux Line) 
• GP Business Meeting and Reception: Tuesday, 6:30 – 8:30 pm, San Francisco Marriott Marquis-

Golden Gate C1 
• AGU Honors Ceremony: Wednesday, 6-8 pm Moscone South, Rooms 103-104 
• AGU Honors Banquet: Wednesday, 8:30 pm-midnight, Marriott Marquis, Salons 8-9, tickets 

required. 
 
GP Executive Committee 
The GP Executive Committee during this Fall meeting includes the following people: 
President: Andy Jackson 
President-Elect: Laurie Brown 
Past President: Richard Gordon 
Secretary: Julie Bowles 
GP Webmaster: Katerina Petronotis 
Student Scientist: Sarah Slotznick 
Early Career Scientist: Kerry Key 
Flux Line Editor: Ken Kodama 
 
GP Community Access 
Don't forget to visit the GP web site: http://geopaleomagnetism.agu.org/ 
and send us updates to Laboratory, Software, Education, and other information. 
 
We also welcome photos or other fun and interesting information on our 
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/AGUGeoPaleoMagnetism 
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A new name for GP section – result of the membership consultation 
 
The Executive Committee (EC) wishes to report on the result of the long deliberation and 
consultation exercise concerning a realignment of the section name. Such re-designations 
have been implemented in the past in response to changing needs. 
 
Our section was established as one of the founding sections of AGU in 1920 under the 
name of the Terrestrial Magnetism and Electricity Section. In 1958, its name was 
changed to the Geomagnetism and Aeronomy Section and its name changed again in 
1967 to its present name, Geomagnetism and Paleomagnetism.  
 
In recent years total AGU membership underwent a dramatic growth by 50% over the last 
15 years. This increase has not been mirrored by our own section. As one of the smallest 
sections of AGU, we have, at times, struggled to remain influential within AGU.  
 
The current Executive Committee would like to do everything possible to maintain or 
even strengthen our numbers. The EC felt it was imperative to proactively consider the 
fitness for purpose of the section name, bearing in mind the growth areas in our subject 
that may not be attracted to our section. One such area is electromagnetic induction. 
 
A proposal to change the name to Geomagnetism, Paleomagnetism and 
Electromagnetism was aired at both the 2013 and 2014 business meetings at the Fall 
AGU. The rationale for the change was explained in the March 2014 section newsletter 
The Fluxline and sent to all members.  
 
A request for comments on new section Bylaws was opened during April 2015. 
Comments received were a mix of positive and negative, prompting the EC to instigate a 
further consultation exercise in the form of a survey sent to all primary and secondary GP 
members, numbering 2199 AGU members. 
 
We have now processed the results of this consultation exercise. As a result of the 
excellent response rate (~25%), we have a much better picture of the activities of our 
membership.  It was possible for respondents to choose more than one area of activity, 
and many members did so. The diversity of activity in our section is to be applauded (see 
Figure 1). 
 
The answer to Question 11 “Please provide any comments in support of or against the 
name change” (to GPE) drew the following responses: 53 (11%) were opposed, 43 (10%) 
were neutral and 347 (77%) indicated that the proposed name (GPE) was acceptable or 
desirable.  
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Figure 1. 
	  
As we argued (see http://geopaleomagnetism.agu.org/news/) in the original Fluxline letter 
of rationale, colleagues working within induction, magnetotellurics, controlled source 
electromagnetism and other allied disciplines are increasingly valued in today’s society 
and have seen an increase in numbers, but have sometimes chosen to align themselves 
with other sections.  
 
The EC considers that it would be beneficial to both the section and to colleagues 
practising electromagnetism if we could provide them with a natural home within a 
section whose name is representative of their interests. The EC believes strongly that 
their natural home is our section, particularly because their intellectual and experimental 
expertise lies at the heart of the corpus of our membership. 
 
The conclusion of this exercise is that the EC will forthwith take the views of the 
membership into account by adopting the change of name to GPE in the revision of the 
bylaws. This adoption now concludes the amendments to the bylaws that will take place 
in the coming months and you will be kept informed. 
 
Results of the membership survey are available for consultation at 
http://geopaleomagnetism.agu.org/news/ 
 
The President, Past-President, President-elect, Secretary and members of the Executive 
Committee would like to thank the membership for their engagement in this activity. We 
look forward to continued prosperity of the section in its new guise: Geomagnetism, 
Paleomagnetism and Electromagnetism, or GPE! 
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Mike Jackson, 2015 Gilbert Award Winner 
 

 
 
Mike Jackson, Institute for Rock Magnetism, University of Minnesota, will receive the William 
Gilbert Award at the Fall AGU meeting.  The William Gilbert Award is given annually to one 
honoree from the GP membership in recognition of outstanding and unselfish work in any field 
broadly related to magnetism.  Mike’s long and successful relationship with the Institute for Rock 
magnetism and his many contributions to rock, mineral, and paleo-magnetism make him an 
outstanding recipient of this honor.  The award will be made at the GP business meeting/reception 
on Tuesday evening, December 15; please join us to celebrate the Gilbert Award for 2015. 
 
 
Thanks again to 2G Enterprises! 
Once again, 2G Enterprises has offered to underwrite part of the cost of our 2015 GP Business 
Meeting and Reception on Tuesday, December 16th starting at about 6:30 pm. 2G is a long-time 
supporter of our Section. Their support is very much appreciated by GP members and officers 
alike. 
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Steve Constable, 2015 Bullard Lecturer 
 

 
 
 
Steven Constable will present the Bullard 
Lecture at the 2015 Fall AGU Meeting. The 
Bullard Lecture will be presented on 
Tuesday, December 15, at 5:00 pm in room 
104 of Moscone South. The title of Steve’s 
talk is, “Water and Electricity Do Mix: 
Studying Plates, Petroleum, and Permafrost 
using Marine Electromagnetism.” Steven 
Constable received a Ph.D. in geophysics 
from ANU in 1983 and is currently a 
professor at Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography. Constable is interested in all 

aspects of electrical conductivity, and has 
made contributions to inverse theory, 
electrical properties of rocks, mantle 
conductivity, magnetic satellite induction 
studies, global lightning, and 
instrumentation. However, his main focus is 
marine electromagnetic methods; recent 
efforts have involved the commercialization 
of marine EM for hydrocarbon exploration, 
in which he played an important role in the 
early adoption of marine EM methods by 
industry. 

 
 

 

GP HOME TO TWO NEW AGU FELLOWS 
 
Two members of the GP community have been elected to Fellowship in AGU in the 2015 
season.  Dr. Mark Dekkers, Fort Hoofddijk Paleomagnetic Laboratory, Utrecht 
University and Dr. Mike Jackson, Institute for Rock Magnetism, University of Minnesota 
are the newest GP members elevated to the position of Fellow at AGU.  They will be 
officially recognized at the Honors Ceremony on Wednesday evening, open to the public, 
from 6 – 8 pm on Wednesday, Dec. 16.  The formal ceremony will be followed by a 
champagne reception (open to all) and then a ticketed dinner.  Please come and celebrate 
with our most esteemed colleagues! 
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Mark Dekkers, here drilling lavas in 
Hawaii, is well-known for his seminal 
work in magnetic properties of iron 
sulfides and oxides, including pyrrhotite, 
greigite, goethite and hematite.  More 
recent research has made significant 
contributions to determination of 
paleointensity, separation of magnetic 
phases using coercivity behavior, and a 
whole slew of paleomagnetic studies 
from Hawaii to the Mediterranean. 
 
 

 
 
Mike Jackson, shown here enjoying a 
volleyball game with his grand-daughter 
Thalia, is known to many of us as the 
face of the IRM.  An out-standing 
scientist in his own right, Mike has 
established his prowess early in his 
career with seminal work on the 
remagnetization of carbonates.  He has 
continued to be influential in his studies 
of the anisotropy of magnetic 
susceptibility, magnetic fabrics, 
inclination shallowing, and thermal 
fluctuation tomography

 
 
 

GP Scientific Meeting, 2015 Fall AGU Meeting 
  
All oral sessions are in Moscone South 300 with the exception of the two sessions 
indicated with an * which are in Moscone South 104.  All posters are in the Moscone 
South Poster Hall. 
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Monday, 14 December 
08:00 – 
10:00 

GP11A Reconstructing the Secular Variation of the Earth's Magnetic Field in 
the Past: Recent Methodological Advances and New Palaeomagnetic 
and Archaeomagnetic Data I 

10:20 – 
12:20 

GP12A Reconstructing the Secular Variation of the Earth's Magnetic Field in 
the Past: Recent Methodological Advances and New Palaeomagnetic 
and Archaeomagnetic Data II 

13:40 – 
18:00 

GP13A Everything Electromagnetic I Posters 

13:40 – 
18:00 

GP13B Illuminating Crustal Structure, Hazards, and Resources:  New 
Developments in Potential-Field and Electromagnetic Methods I 
Posters 

   
Tuesday, 15 December 
08:00 – 
10:00 

GP21A The Geomagnetic Field on Long Timescales: Characterization and 
Linkages with Evolution of the Core and Mantle I 

13:40 – 
15:40 

GP23C Everything Electromagnetic II 

16:00 – 
17:00 

GP24A* Everything Electromagnetic III 

17:00 – 
18:00 

GP24B* Bullard Lecture: Steven Constable, “Water and Electricity Do Mix: 
Studying Plates, Petroleum, and Permafrost using Marine 
Electromagnetism” 

13:40 – 
18:00 

GP23A Reconstructing the Secular Variation of the Earth's Magnetic Field in 
the Past: Recent Methodological Advances and New Palaeomagnetic 
and Archaeomagnetic Data III Posters 

13:40 – 
18:00 

GP23B The Geomagnetic Field on Long Timescales: Characterization and 
Linkages with Evolution of the Core and Mantle II Posters 

   
Wednesday, 16 December 
08:00 – 
10:00 

GP31B Illuminating Crustal Structure, Hazards, and Resources:  New 
Developments in Potential-Field and Electromagnetic Methods II 

08:00 – 
12:20 

GP31A Geomagnetism and Paleomagnetism General Contributions Posters 

13:40 – 
15:40 

GP33A Planetary Magnetism and Paleomagnetism I 

16:00 – 
18:00 

GP34A Swarm Two Years on: Achievements in Unraveling the Earth's 
Magnetic Field I 

   
Thursday, 17 December 
08:00 – GP41A Advances in Environmental Magnetism, Bio-Geomagnetism, and 
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10:00 High-Resolution Paleomagnetism Studies I 
10:20 – 
12:20 

GP42A Advances in Environmental Magnetism, Bio-Geomagnetism, and 
High-Resolution Paleomagnetism Studies II 

13:40 – 
15:40 

GP43D Using Magnetic Methods to Assign Chronostratigraphy to 
Sedimentary Sequences I 

13:40 – 
18:00 

GP43A Fundamental Mineral and Rock Magnetism I Posters 

13:40 – 
18:00 

GP43B Planetary Magnetism and Paleomagnetism II Posters 

13:40 – 
18:00 

GP43C Swarm Two Years on: Achievements in Unraveling the Earth's 
Magnetic Field II Posters 

   
Friday, 18 December 
08:00 – 
10:00 

GP51C Fundamental Mineral and Rock Magnetism II 

08:00 – 
12:20 

GP51A Advances in Environmental Magnetism, Bio-Geomagnetism, and 
High-Resolution Paleomagnetism Studies III Posters 

08:00 – 
12:20 

GP51B Using Magnetic Methods to Assign Chronostratigraphy to 
Sedimentary Sequences II Posters 

 
 


